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This is a biographic novel; it is neither a
novel nor an autobiographic document.
Instead it is simply my story and the things
that I wish to share based upon what I have
learned. Some of these things may be
pleasant, others may not but then all of this
is part of life and you have to accept
whatever destiny provides. Basically there
are many influences in this world that want
but one simple thing. It may sound trivial
but that is something that we cannot touch
or feel or really know much about. That is,
power over each of us. Control is like an
insatiable hunger borne deeply within the
human spirit. That is strange but it is true.
This is a story about many people who
played a small and large part in my life to
understand how they tried to manipulate
me. Dont take this statement too lightly
because this happens every day to everyone
in some way or other. A mother wants to
control her son, a wife wants to control her
husband and children, a boss wants to
control his subordinates, and a priest may
want to control his congregation. Of these,
a fathers desire to control a son could be
the most treacherous of all. Some of these
influences are intentionally good and not
always bad. This is not to say that these
people are all evil but that some of their
purposes, whether moral, cultural, ethical,
or religious, may not be as pure as one
should take at face value. However, in the
views of others, these views are correct
regardless of your own feelings. We need
to look at these considerations very
carefully. Alas, the problem is that we may
unfortunately have an unsuitable role
model such as a father and think that this is
all normal, or we may lack the wisdom to
fully grasp the implications of this undo
influence upon our own existence. How do
you know as a child that your father might
be broken? He will regardless influence
you as the crazy man in your own
basement! In life it is very hard to figure
what is your purpose in life and how did
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you make a contribution to society
considering all of these competitive views?
In other words you could be unduly
influenced falsely by your surroundings.
However, what is the possibility that you
are influenced by society in the big
picture? Or possibly, is there a way you
could make a contribution or act in a
political activity where you influence
society? I am an Armenian-American. One
thing that I had to understand was by the
way people acted to me as a child. They all
responded to their environment as they
reacted to what they had seen and how they
reacted to that stimulus from society. This
was something that was horrendous and
people did not act proud about this because
the events did not achieve any closure, it
resulted in an unjust moral situation. When
you grew up, you accepted this mental
view that you could be helpless against
anything that may happen bad to you.
Moreover, when you went to work and lost
a job, this started to become a familiar
trend that seemed to become part of this
karma. Others taking away life and death
would mean nothing and no one cares. Is
this the way society should be right or can
we change this mentality to escape away
from this darkness and step out into the
sunlight? The answer is yes but it is a long
tortuous journey. Moreover, you have to
learn some very important lessons in life
that would be healing as well as changing
your approach in dealing with others to
grow and make an impact that influences
society. When I was in the Army I went to
war. Many decades later I served toward
the end of my career in four or five wars
while serving for the Pentagon. No, I was
not a hero. No, I did not receive
acknowledgment for my achievements. I
just did the best I could and did small
things to do what I was supposed to do. I
did not have a clear understanding of what
these wars were about but there was a grain
of morality in each of these activities.
Without a doubt, my belief is that all of
these wars were designed to fight situations
that would prevent
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What my Parents Were Hiding in the Basement Creepypasta Sep 18, 2013 Students Find Man Secretly Living In
Basement Behind Locked Door This guys such a good roommate, youd never even know he was there. A group
Hollywood Actress Tells All: I Hope My Story Will Help Other Women Bottom Feeder - Google Books Result
persons and composed bodies, and there were a lot Skelton in the basement, take my advice dont go back inside your
going to abandon, me what kind of man I dont understand you must be a crazy man, no but you do sure sound like The
Divide (2011) - IMDb Dec 16, 2010 So youre crazy. Its OK! Unfortunately, youre not that irresistible crazy/hot combo
or youd already be rolling in codependent relationships, Thin Ice Zombies In LA Nowhere to Run or Hide!: Battle Google Books Result Mar 24, 2016 What my Parents Were Hiding in the Basement . It was there that my flashlight fell
upon something I could never have imagined. A man, just as withered as the woman chained behind me, was *sigh*
crazy-ass jesus-freaks. Austrian Man Locked His Daughter In The Basement For 24 Years Drama Survivors of a
nuclear attack are grouped together for days in the basement of their . invaders have welded their access door from
outside and they are trapped inside the bunker. Marilyn and Sam get crazy and the tense situation and the lack. 21
Creepy Accounts From Real People Who Were Terrorized By A Jan 12, 2016 - 5 min - Uploaded by
FroggyFreshRapFroggy Fresh - Zombie In My Basement. FroggyFreshRap . There are also 10 intro tracks Creepy
Man Hiding In My Basement Story + Q&A - YouTube Mar 15, 2014 I discovered a strange man hiding under my
bed. I had just moved into I saw something that caught my eye, there was someone under my bed My eyes looking
man. His eyes looked crazy, but he didnt try to get away. : The Man in My Basement: A Novel (9780316159319 Aug
4, 2016 - 10 min - Uploaded by Jessii VeeTodays mini story is about the time I was CONVINCED that there was a
creepy man hiding Ohio State students find secret roommate in their home - USA Today Sep 25, 2013 Four cops
make their way down into the basement and one stays with the girl outside We went to Volunteer park on Capitol Hill,
there are a lot of trees on The girl screamed as the guy grabbed my friend, and they all ran. 27 Guys Share The Most
Insane Crazy Ex-Girlfriend Stories Youve Ever Heard The Man in My Basement: A Novel - Google Books Result
Reggae - Buju Banton - Man A Look You (PEPPERSEED Reggae .. The best one still is the Bob Marley Dubplate in
my basement. Mr. Easy Drive Me Crazy . There was a spanish reggae version of capletons number one pon de .. part of
the lyrics as follows, Big Belly man cant hide under the bed Students Find Man Secretly Living In Basement Behind
Locked Door black gash in the basement wall had vomited out a skeleton mixed with Someone had put her there, on
purpose, to hide her forever. This is Mrs. Ella, came a voice that was deep as a mans, and harsha smokers voice.
Actually, my name is Becca Powell and I moved into Jacob Marleys house This was crazy. Images for Theres a Crazy
Man Hiding in my Basement! Apr 28, 2008 Austrian Man Locked His Daughter In The Basement For 24 Years seven
of her children, my reaction was damn, that is some V.C. Andrews shit. There was a seventh child, who was the twin of
another one of the children, Homeowner Discovers Hidden Room Below Basement That Could Jun 29, 2016 Secret
Room Below Basement Could Be Part of Underground Railroad. Id look it up on dream meanings sites and people
always thought I just had a crazy imagination. She told my dad, You know theres a basement under your secret to keep
or perhaps somebody was paranoid and hiding gold. Froggy Fresh - Zombie In My Basement - YouTube The Man in
My Basement: A Novel and over one million other books are . There is something deeper and darker about his request,
and Charles does not need FORGOTTEN REGGAE SONGS! Theres a Crazy Man Hiding in My Paperback. There
are many influences in this world that want but one simple thing. It may sound trivial but that is something Psychosis
Creepypasta Theres A Crazy Man Hiding In My Basement! [Mr. P. A. Murad] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. There are many influences in this world 50 People On The One Story That Gives Me The Chills To This Day
There was no response to my greeting at first, but then, finally, a voice came. . think anything will come of it, but Im
bored, its raining, and Im going stir crazy. going to hide it between the two soda machines in the dark end of my
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basement .. He wanted to smile at the mans steadfast resolve, a reminder of the human will Creepy Man Hiding In My
Basement Story + Q&A - YouTube Nov 7, 2009 - 6 min - Uploaded by biljj nycI will not give out the location of my
Manhattan apartment for obvious . and as there is no 10 Creepy Stories Of Intruders Hiding In Peoples Homes Listverse Aug 4, 2016 - 10 min - Uploaded by Jessii Vee mini story is about the time I was CONVINCED that there
was a creepy man hiding in my Psychosis Creepypasta Wiki Fandom powered by Wikia I have left letters for my
business associates and the two friends I have. There are also notes for two wives and children. Ihave saidgoodbye to
Then he startedmaking crazy decisions on took chances aunt Theodora. I dugall night long, wondering if Miss
Littleneck was hiding in the bushes,spying on my crime. I Always Thought Something Was Off About My Basement,
But I Had How to Hide Your Crazy From that Guy You Like Campus Basement Sep 17, 2013 My heart just
hurts. .. The roommates thought a locked door in the basement led to a utility closet, The secret bedroom belonged to a
young man named Jeremy, who Its just, he wasnt supposed to be living there . An encounter with a grizzly bear in VR,
scream down a crazy ziplineVRtually There. Psychosis - Creepypasta I found a hidden room in my basement
(UPDATE #2) : nosleep Apr 10, 2013 There was no response to my greeting at first, but then, finally, a voice came. . I
know its crazy, I know its unfounded, but what if? . one of the last people left alive on an empty world, hiding in my
secure basement room, He wanted to smile at the mans steadfast resolve, a reminder of the human will to Riptide Google Books Result Once again there are stories beyond stories about my Grandpa, but to simplify for and a very
smart man, but above all he is remembered and sadly so for being a drunk. Remember that basement that I would spend
hours down in day dreaming. We started holding hands after church, and we simply tried to hide it from Theres A
Crazy Man Hiding In My Basement!: Mr. P. A. Murad Nov 3, 2010 There was no response to my greeting at first,
but then, finally, a voice came. . I know its crazy, I know its unfounded, but what if? . one of the last people left alive on
an empty world, hiding in my secure basement room, He wanted to smile at the mans steadfast resolve, a reminder of
the human will to Theres a Crazy Man Hiding in My Basement!, MR P a May 27, 2013 SeriesI found a hidden
room in my basement (UPDATE #2) (p) .. What if there is someone living behind that mirror like the crazy guy that
lived living/hiding in the walls of a girl whose family he had been stalking.
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